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Create the best Web experiences in browsers and 

devices with our user interface controls designed 

expressly for jQuery, ASP.NET MVC, HTML 5 and CSS 3. 

You’ll be building on a solid foundation of robust Web 

technology without the need for plug-ins or 

extensions. 
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Installation 

Downloading 
Download Ignite UI 2012.2 SR here. 

Release Notes 

Component Product Impact Description 

igGrid Bug Fix Grid displaying wrong page data when updated from Knockout 

igGrid Bug Fix "Unable to get property 'stop'..." exception is thrown when scrolling the grid on a touchscreen 

igGrid Bug Fix The validation message is shown below the scrollbar of the grid. 

igGrid Bug Fix Stack overflow exception thrown by IE8 when calling dataBind() on a grid bound to a remote URL 

igGrid Improvement Column Moving Indicator Update 

igGrid Bug Fix The values of a hidden column are shown after rebind 

igGrid Bug Fix 
When dataBind() is called after an initially hidden column has been shown, the grid's records 
render incorrect values and the column headers are incorrect 

igGrid Bug Fix Should the resizable handler DIV be visible on browsers for touch devices? 

igGrid Bug Fix 
The dialog is opening away from the filtering button when the window is zoomed in on a 
touchscreen 

igGrid Bug Fix 
igGridFiltering.filter method throws an error when filtered column is configured with 
allowFiltering: false 

igGrid Bug Fix 
The cells of the filter rows are shifted with 1 cell to the left after calling dataBind() when there is at 
least one initially grouped column 

igGrid Bug Fix When selecting 1000 from the page size dropdown the page size is set to 1. 

igGrid Bug Fix 
If editorType is text and textMode is "multiline", the editor is rendered as an INPUT element but 
not TEXTAREA 

https://www.infragistics.com/Membership/Default.aspx?panel=Downloads
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igGrid Bug Fix 
RowEditDialogRowTemplate accepts only input element. JavaScript error occurs when textarea is 
used 

igGrid Bug Fix Tooltips not showing when a column is hidden. 

igGrid Bug Fix 
Method setUnboundValues accepts (Array of Values, ColumnKey) as parameters instead of 
(ColumnKey, Array) 

igGrid Bug Fix 
When a Boolean unbound column with less values than there are grid rows is grouped, the groups 
are incorrect 

igGrid Bug Fix 
Hidden column's values show in the next column on the right when scrolling down (and fixed row 
virtualization is enabled) 

igGrid Bug Fix 
The vertical scrollbar is not present when continuous virtualization is enabled and there's a column 
hidden by default 

igHtmlEditor Improvement 
Writing markup with heading tags and then clicking on the preview,  the headings do not make the 
combo box heading change 

igHtmlEditor Bug Fix Broken links in igHtmlEditor "Saving the HTML Content Programmatically" topic 

igHtmlEditor Bug Fix 
Toggle buttons stay in hanging state (black style), when changing from toggled, after text is newly 
selected 

igHtmlEditor Bug Fix Increase and decrease buttons does not work in Chrome and Safari. 

igListView Bug Fix Position of button 'Cancel' is not correct when opening samples in Internet Explorer 

igListView Bug Fix Calling destroy does not get rid of search footer 

igPieChart Bug Fix The notifyContainerResized() method of igPieChart throws an exception 

igPivotGrid Bug Fix The trial scripts and the scripts from the CDN are obfuscated 

igRating (Mobile) Bug Fix 
When hovering over any of the rating stars for the first time you get an old value that is equal to 
'undefined' 

igTree Bug Fix Incorrect API code comments for igTree nodeCheckstateChanged 

igUpload Bug Fix Failing builds because of the file upload 

Samples Bug Fix Exception is thrown when opening Load-on-demand demo 

Samples Bug Fix [Html Editor][Editing Content] Clicking save button throws an error 
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